Corrigendum

Tender for Annual Maintenance contract for providing housekeeping services for NABARD Gardens Staff Quarters, Dr. Pai Road Poojapura, Thiruvanthapuram for the period 01st April 2021 to 31st March 2023

Please refer to tender NB(Kerala)/DPSP/2351/OM-05/2020-21 dated 10th Feb 2021. In this connection, we would like to inform that the following are the instruction for filling the price bid may be note for the said tender document.

Instruction to bidder 01:

i. Please refer to the column in price bid, “Description of items” SI No- A & B (in page 02&03) and also to the price bid annexure provided in the e-tendering portal.

ii. NABARD has indicated that the wage per month is to be calculated by taking 30working days in a month.

iii. We herewith advice all the bidders that in order to maintain uniformity in bidding process, all bidders are to mandatorily fill the e tendering as per the present calculation indicated in the e-tendering portal, considering 30working days in a month only.

iv. However, after opening of the tender in order to arrive at L1, the number of days will be recalculated by NABARD as 26working days for a month as per the present minimum wage Act (this includes one day weekly off, which is preferably Sunday).

Instruction to bidder 02:

i. Please refer to the Annexure II Calculation sheet in technical bid page 35, where we have indicated that the ESI and EPF is to be filled in for calculating the wage per month.

ii. We herewith advice all the bidders that, in order to maintain uniformity in bidding process, all bidders are to mandatorily fill all the details like minimum wage, ESI @3.25%, EPF @13%, bonus @ 8.33% & other charges (as per the present statutory...
ceilings) as indicated in the calculation sheet and also in the price bid of the e-
tendering portal regardless of the present ceiling for the same.

iii. All the bidders may note that, after opening of the tender, NABARD will recalculate
the rates quoted by considering the statuary present ESI, EPF ceiling.

Based on the recalculation done by NABARD L1 bidder will shortlisted.

There is no other change in the tender document of the date and time of submission of
the tender.

Yours Faithfully

Ramalingam K
Deputy General Manager